
O-Cocoa bean Raisin cookie surprise!

Ever get that annoying chain letter about the lady who asked for the Neiman Marcus
cookie recipe that the old knob paid $250 for? Okama has actually eaten those cookies
made from the Neiman Marcus recipe (after all, it does have all the necessary
ingredients). They weren't too bad. A misfortune has subjugated ObR though. The other
day, Okama was at the premier American department store J.C. Penney's, and was forced
to pay two-fitty ($2.50 U.S.) for a cookie recipe that got rave reviews. Outraged about the
amount ObR had to cough up for the recipe, he has been busy in his kitchen baking,
using his oven that doubles as a gas chamber when the main one in his backyard is full.
Okama is mad that he got ripped off and has pledged to share this recipe with others to
settle a vendetta against this cruel world.

Preparation time: 30 minutes
Baking time: 2 hours
Indulgence time: pretty long

Ingredients:

• Any low-priced (10 for a dollar) ramen noodles (i.e. Top Ramen™)
• Stick of butter
• 1 cup of lard
• Cocoa powder mix (Nestle Quik will suffice)
• 1 cup of raisins
• 1 vial of anthrax*



Directions:

• Preheat oven on 'broil' until it catches on fire you fcuking c#nt
• Crush uncooked ramen in a food processor at 5000RPM as this will serve

as the foundation for the cookie dough a$$hole
• Add the rest of the ingredients you fruity fudgepacker
• Bake in oven for 2 hours, taking care not to inhale the fumes faggot
• Cool cookies, and then share them with pets, ex-lovers, friends,

neighbours, or your boss at work

Tip:

• When handling anthrax, be careful and take all necessary precautions,
including, but not limited to plugging your nostrils with rolled-up
Kleenex‘ and closing your mouth. In fact, go ahead and plug all exposed
orifices. That's right, go to your nearest sex shop and buy a pack of butt
plugs you dirty gaylord.

* Out of anthrax again? You can substitute VX or Sarin gas in a pinch!

Important note: The photo above is not the Sesame Street character 'Cookie Monster.'
Any resemblance is of mere coincidence and happenstance, heresy and conjecture. The
creature above is called the blue and googly-eyed abominable snowman child-
molester that indulges in an occasional cookie or two.


